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Inside the construction process, programming and conceptual designing
are the activities that starts architectural projects. In this phase client
and designers work to define missions, visions, goals, functional requirements, available resources, constraints, opportunities and risks.
The resulting cognitive framework comes from two areas of inquiry: the
Customers’ needs and the Context of intervention or, in short, the Place
as the mix of environmental aspects such as socio-economic, cultural,
regulatory, and physical.
The architect’s task is to gather these information, evaluate different
aspects and alternatives and compose them in early design ideas.
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What to do

To carry out this exercise students, in a group or individually, are required to develop a preliminary investigation in order to
present general ideas, space dimensioning, conceptual lay-out, users’ requirements and place assessment related to their
architectural proposal. The asssignment requires the development of two different activities: the first one focused on the
definition of the Project Briefing and Program and the second one on the analysis of the characteristics and vocations of the
site and the pre-existing building.

How to do

The assignment should produce the following results for each different topic.

1. The Brief & Program
1.1. Project Mission and Visioning. Preliminary investigation and visioning in order to define the project identity, main goals
and activities, design statement & mood board.
1.2. Spatial Program. Functional spaces identifications, their quantitative dimensioning and space organization based on
functional & environmental clustering of the whole project and specific functional destinations. All the information should
be based on a preliminary analysis on exisiting buildings of similar functional desitination.
1.3. Users’ Requirements & Environmental Clusters. Indoor and outdoor comfort requirements and thermal zoning based on
adaptive temperature as discussed in class and using specific software.
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2. The Environmental Report
2,1. Artificially generated terrain.
Modeling of an artificial terrain based on the identity characters of the Tuscan hilly landscape to be preceded with an analysis of morphological patterns, color palettes, textures and other characteristic elements of the place and the built environment. Dimension should be
1kmx1Km and the altitude of the 4 border lines must be 0 ml. inside the square altitude can change according to your choice.
2.2. Existent Building Modeling
Modeling using BIM technology, including material texture, of a typical existent farmhouse and its placement on the previously generated
terrain model. For modeling, free interpretations / adaptations of the existing building under consideration are allowed, especially when the
information is not exhaustive. Sections and main views of the building and site relationships are also required.
.
2.3. Climate Report
Identification of the climate zone and wind analysis in order to describe the raccomended passive design strategies. In addtion, specify the
coldest & and hottest weeks and their related standard weather values.
2.4. Site Assessment
Analysis and evaluation of the contextual condition (such as physical, and regulatory constraints, sun geometry, radiation and shadows)
to be formalized in diagrams and design recommendations coming from the previous investigations with particular reference to environmental sustainability, viewshed, and recognizing aspects of strength, weakness, opportunities, threats as attributes that may influence or
be influenced by the project.
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Outcomes and Evaluations

Students are asked to submit three UNI A1 boards (vertical pagination) in order to present the contents previously described.
Evaluations of this assignment will take place through class critique in the form of a pin-up poster presentation to discuss in
class or online.
Before the discussion students are asked to upload in advance files in a specified repository indicated by the professor.
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